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Comments

[deleted] • 18 points • 31 March, 2013 05:25 PM* 

Is it just me...or do a lot of the women in that subreddit sound like the kind of women no real man would ever be
attracted to anyway. And I'm not saying that out of spite, but rather matter of factly.

As a woman who can't cook, hates cleaning and doesn't know how to act around kids, you sound like a
dream come true to me.

Wat? Cooking is easy, nobody likes cleaning its just something you have to do, and how can someone with
maternal instincts not like children. If a women ever said this to me it would be the biggest possible turnoff in
existence.

Translation:

As a woman who doesn't enjoy taking responsibility, learning how to better myself or embracing my natural
instincts because I'm insecure and may possible be bad at it, I would much rather have a man do everything
for me. Then I can be free to explore the world as my empty head continuously bobs in and out of desk jobs
until something feels right... Or I can finally land my big career as a famous actress or singer, even though I
have no experience or natural talent to speak of.

Okay, I'm projecting a bit at this point... But, I still feel bad for any chump who goes in there for real advice.

Colorful_Harvest • 10 points • 31 March, 2013 07:18 PM 

You're closer to the truth than you think.

[deleted] • 6 points • 31 March, 2013 04:17 PM 

People like this exist? No joke, that was a real post? What in the actual fuck?

r_rships_account • 0 points • 31 March, 2013 03:28 PM 

Do women find it attractive? Only to the extent that they find the novel attractive. That which was novel
yesterday is humdrum today and will be stale tomorrow.

At the end of the day, women have one very good reason not to adopt the proposed lifestyle. Think of the
consequences:

The man will develop an unquestionably closer relationship with the children, so he will probably get1.
custody of them if there is a divorce.

The man will be out of the workforce for 5 years or more (depending on how many children there are and2.
the timing of their birth).

Because of 1, the man will receive the matrimonial home, and probably the greater part of the marital3.
property, if there is a divorce.

Because of 1, the man will receive child support from the woman if there is a divorce.4.

Because of 2, the man will probably receive alimony from the woman if there is a divorce.5.

betaprime • 6 points • 31 March, 2013 05:11 PM 
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I have trouble believing point 1, 3, 4 and 5. Equality before the law? What a quaint notion!
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